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Football Stickers and Slogans
as Creators of ‘Special’ Identities
The Case of Aris FC Thessaloniki
L. P, A. K, A. C, N. F,
I. V

 : Adesivi e slogan calcistici che creano “identità” speciali. Il caso del
FC Aris di Salonicco
: Football is a powerful catalyst for social identities, as football teams
and matches are usually a primary motivating factor for assertion and
celebration of various identities, whether they are local, religious, ethnic
or professional. In this research, we focus on  fan slogans and  fan
stickers, as linguistic and iconic messages, produced in  by young
fans belonging to fan clubs of Aris FC Thessaloniki. We think of social
identity as a “production”, which is never complete, is always in process
and holds a prominent place (Hart, ). Especially in the framework
of modernity, the transition from family and community life to the real
urban sphere widens the gap between different generations’ values and
attitudes. At the same time, this situation provides a “fruitful field” for
anomie and deviancy amplification (Orru, ). A socio–semiotic analysis
(Barthes, ; Kress, et al ; Lagopoulos & Boklund–Lagopoulou, ;
Randviir & Cobley ) is applied to both slogans and stickers, in order
to determine the messages’ ideology and their relation to the world of
fans. The analysis suggests that youth sports subcultures need to produce
discourses against the majority of adults’ established power, and do so
through a special, almost aggressive mode.
 : national parade; protest; semiotics; active citizenship.

. Theoretical Introduction
Sports, and particularly football, have emerged as an autonomous
sphere, creating centers of interest, meanings and motivation for communication and social action in various social groups, but especially
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in the youth. In this way, sports culture rallies, activates and expresses
people who share common norms, experiences and ideologies. The
power of football as a social institution was a fixture in Britain’s popular culture for a whole century. However, the resulting passion for
fan clubs diversified fan behavior to such an extent that they sought
marginalization and conflict with others (Brown, :–; Gelder,
; Harrington & Bielgy ; Miller ).
Through locality and appropriation of an area, fans, in defense of
their team, are driven to concrete actions that are declarative of their
system of values. Thus, the formation of fan clubs or fan gates plays a
role in the creation of a football fan identity through representations,
symbols and linguistic or other texts. In specific, the internal structure
of sports culture comprises: (a) linguistic and cognitive standards, (b)
the style of spectators, and (c) a network of peer groups and friendship
groups, which develops a dynamic relationship among fans, consisting
of cultural values, meanings and symbolisms (Robins & Cohen, ).
Therefore, a particular fan club’s sports subculture differs in varying degrees of intensity and scope, with respect to the social values, meanings
and customary lifestyles it stands for (Tatsis, ; Stone, ).
Moreover, subcultures are divided into groupings of resistance
(hippies, freaks and punks), opposition (skinheads, hooligans) and
recreation (rockabilly, mods and glam rock) (Astrinakis, :). Based
on their key features, many subcultural groupings can be placed in
several categories (Grossberg, ; Hebdige, ; Maffesoli, ).
A major factor which leads to the creation of subcultures is the
inability of the dominant culture to solve specific social, cultural or
material problems of the particular social groups. Subcultures are
mainly organized as loose collectives comprising peer groups and
friends, and also interpersonal circles and street groups (Cohen, ;
Brake, : in Astrinakis, , Geertz, ). Sports subcultures are,
in a manner of speaking, homogeneous subsets of cultures of specific
social classes, strata or groups.
Sports subculture can be analyzed either as to its formalistic form,
i.e. collective form of social organization and social relations, or in
relation to structuralism, as a hermeneutic aspect of cultural analysis and the importance of subculture (Brake,  in Astrinakis —
Stylianoudi, :; Greener and Hollands, ; Muggleton, ).
Fans are individuals and have individual rights — but these rights are
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not invariable, and their citizenship constructs itself around groups
of people within specific cultures and histories. Citizenship involves
itself in a multilogical discussion, allowing different ways of thinking
to be synthesized, modified and adjusted, as part of a dynamic work
in progress. The phenomenon of youth culture is interpreted as a
holistic social phenomenon which is based on the class dimension of
social reality (Waring and Mason, ).
In this dimension, football condenses, like the best drama plays,
one of the main themes of our times (Bromberger, ). Football
teams and fan clubs represent something, some identity, some positive identification in contrast to many others, in an extremely expressive way. Hall and Du Gay (:) believe that identities are mainly
connected to the way people use historical, discursive and cultural
resources. Attention is invested in the social representations of identity,
the “narrativization of the self ”.
Theorists from the Frankfurt School tried to shape a general tool
of understanding of mass culture in Western capitalist societies based
on the esthetic dimension of social reality ( Jay, ). Mass culture is a
concept that underpins the foundations of the social classes and provides that social and cultural democratization is the result of reducing
the social distance between the “high” and “low” as social identity
seems to be a “product” of contact and not of isolation (Hayes, ;
Herzfeld ; Hirt & Clarkson ).
But in Marcuse’s view, the forms of “subcultures” are both a negative power for the dominant ideology and a political tool against the
alienation of the dominant social status quo (Marcuse, ). Young
people tend to construct their fan identity through the post–modern
perception of citizenship, against the power wielded by the government, police and fascism. The youth’s new identity is revealed through
‘aggressive’ icons and symbols typically produced by them.
In an effort to define culture and its content, Williams () argues
that it refers to both the symbolic and the material scope. Cultural
studies understand culture as a way of life, ideas, attitudes, languages
and a range of cultural practices, texts, uniforms and architecture.
Social identity is shaped by molding social knowledge and attitudes.
As citizenship is a public identity, it involves interest in different
issues and takes place in different social environments. Thus, discussion
on the civic condition can take place in the expression of fan identity as
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part of everyday life. In this context, we have tried to find the common
elements and differences between fan identity and active citizenship for
young people. In specific, fanship means that a fan identifies strongly
with their favorite team, responding to the team’s performance as if
team success were a personal success and team failure a personal failure
(Hirt, Zillmann, Kennedy & Erickson, ; Giulianotti, ; Leach,
; Redhead, ). Our research approach is largely shaped by the
subculture itself. Fan writers seem to receive a fair amount of media
coverage. While they are not necessarily adverse to the negative coverage, they realize that they lack the power or voice to challenge these
stories even if they wanted to. As a result, the issue of representation is a
subculturally significant one. We as narrators are responsible for speaking about a consistently ‘spoken of’ group. This has made us aware of
our authority and representational control (Macdonald :).
. Methodology
Regarding the systematic research on football in the field of social
sciences, we observe that from  onwards, the focus has been
on fan and supporter behavior, coaching issues for players, violence,
fanaticism (Blackshaw, ; King, ; Seippel, ; Gasias, ;
Giannatos, ; Galeano, ; Dragasakis, ; Kalafatis, ; Kotaridis, ; Koulouri, ; Kyprianos, Choumerianos, ; Leach,
; Papagiorgis, ) and other local stories about delinquency and
youth crime (Greenfield & Osborn, ; Brown et al. ; Brown
et al. ). Furthermore, many studies in England and Ireland focus
on the issue of locality and collective identities adopted by fans and
supporters in their daily lives. Humorous, but mostly insulting, slogans recorded by Irish and English fans portray a daily mass field of
civic demands relating to post–nationalist Irish national identity and
diaspora (Free, in Brown, :–).
Based on the relevant literature, we observe that a key factor in
the creation of a subculture is the inadequate solution to the problems commonly faced by each group, resulting in interaction for
the purpose of finding collective solutions to common existing deadlocks (Cohen, ). Subcultures, as symbolic systems, internalize
their members’ set of values and ideas and are a quirky esthetic or
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lifestyle, based on a subjective expression of the collegiate (Geertz,
; Alexander, ).
So, in this case, faced with thorny problems (such as the prohibition
of movement, the stadium issue), sports subcultures, in the form of
fan groups, are compelled to take action (such as demonstrations,
marches) which expresses their opposition against the state, police
and government officials.
The presence of organized supporters in Greece, beginning in
the s and s, and the emergence of the fan club phenomenon
are analyzed based on Greek society’s urbanization process. For a
fuller understanding of the social importance of the fan club, the
researcher must get rid of the stereotype referring to violent behaviors
(Kyprianos & Choumerianos, :; Giulianotti, ; Birley, ;
Frosdick and Marsh, ; Stott and Pearson, ; Saraf ).
The organizational form of fan clubs varies in terms of institutional
status and geographical dispersion. At the institutional level, a club
has by–laws and hierarchies, although articles of association are not
always a criterion for establishment.
Based on the above reasoning, the purpose of this research is to
decode fandom in the field of youth sports subculture and the group’s
social identity as composed by the fan clubs of Aris Thessaloniki. This is
a case study that focuses on the analysis of visual and linguistic material
( fan stickers and  slogans) with the generic name ‘Super ’.
The interest of fan clubs is focused on the production and dissemination of ideas and standards through visual and linguistic materials aimed
at advertising the team to a broader youth audience. This research,
therefore, aims to explore the values, standards and any hidden ideology of Aris FC Thessaloniki fan club members through the slogans and
stickers that they produce and use to promote their fan club ‘Super ’.
Aris fan clubs were chosen over the other clubs in Thessaloniki
because of the possibility of on–site observation and participation on
the part of the researchers — together with the fact that Aris is one of
the oldest and largest football teams in Northern Greece along with
Iraklis and PAOK. The Aris Thessaloniki sports club was founded in
. The founders chose the image of the Ludovisi Ares for their newly
established club’s emblem. This statue of the ancient Greek god of
war, Ares, after whom the club is named, is attributed to Scopas, and a
copy of it is to be found in the Museum of Rome. The team’s colors
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are yellow and black, alluding to Byzantium . On the other hand, the
fan club Super  was created by a group of young supporters who
decided to establish it after their team suffered a defeat in basketball .
When they began to organize the fan club, they selected an emblem,
“the bulldog”, which in their view symbolized the club’s strength,
pride, determination and bravery, and above all its dedication and
loyalty to the football team.
Aris’ central Super  fan club has its own articles of association.
The scope of the club determines its dispersion (local or supra–local),
although there are often autonomous local clubs that function on a
major, regional scale (Club ARIS Tigers Cassandra and ARIS fan club
of Athens). Lastly, the spatial spread of fan clubs has been influenced
by new technologies, resulting in supra–local online networking and
information.
To spread the above idea, fan clubs were created in many parts
of Greece and Europe, and the football fan newspaper edition with
the name SUPER ARIS came into being. The members of the club
take part in marches with large banners and in the team’s colors
(yellow cloth, with the team name in black letters and the fan club’s
name in red e.g. SUPER  KATERINI). In this way, followers adopt
specific practices of protest, such as marches before and after the
game, thereby striving to strengthen their opposition against other
football teams and their fan clubs.
Cultural studies, eminently an interdisciplinary field, developed an
interest in the everyday practices of people and subcultures, utilizing
a range of research methods, such as text analysis, deconstruction,
ethnography, interviews, content analysis, field research and semiotics,
in order to provide a better understanding of their ideology.
To achieve the objective of this research, we adopted a mixed
model analysis comprising semiotics and content analysis, as applied
by A. Lagopoulos and K. Boklund–Lagopoulou (), Christodoulou
() and Curley ().
According to the principles of quantitative and qualitative content analysis, as developed by Berelson (), De Sola Pool (),
. The emblem of Aris Football Club: http://www.allaboutaris.com/item.asp?id=

. History of Super , www.super.gr/pages.php?id=&bid=
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Palmquist (), and the representatives of the French school (Moscovici
, Mucchieli ) for classical thematic analysis, we have analyzed
the official descriptions of the symbols of Aris fan clubs and taken
the (visual and linguistic) theme–symbol as the basic unit of analysis
(Lasswell & Leites , Lasswell, Merner & De S. Pool ). An
analysis of slogans and stickers follows in the sections below .

. Slogan analysis
Based on the analysis (Table ), the content of the slogans has been
grouped into nine categories, relating to: i. delinquent behaviors (.%),
ii. meanings of violence (.%), iii. local references (.%) (e.g. Aris,
we play once again in Harilaou), iv. use of alcohol and drugs (.%) (e.g.
Aris [Ares] my god, I love you and I cannot leave you; you are a hard drug,
my superb ideal), v. persons (.%), vi. administration and other rivals
(.%), vii. praise for Aris (.%) (e.g. Yellow god, you are the only one), viii.
comments on others (.%), and ix. references to the team, religious
connotations and sexist comments against others (.%).
Table : Thematic correlation with slogans in favor of and against others.

. Although color was not analyzed, the analysis included other technical features,
such as the direction, size and position of the symbols.
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Therefore, it follows from the analysis that the largest percentage
(.%) of the ARIS fan sloganeering is against other teams, the police
and authorities and a smaller percentage in favor of their team (.%).
We thus find that the semiotic mechanism of the meaning structure
of Aris fandom is built though opposition against the legal authorities
(government, police) — fandom versus others, in other words Aris fan
subculture versus official culture — authorities, state — and on another
paradigmatic axis which enhances identity, through slogans in support
of Aris, e.g. Aris [Ares], my god, I love you, and for you I will jump off
the White Tower (Kyridis & Andreou, ).

. Fan sticker analysis

From the analysis of the stickers we observe that, as regards their
language, % are bilingual (Greek and English), a smaller percentage
are in Greek or English only (.% and %, respectively) and a
very small percentage is in Spanish (.%). Furthermore, most of the
stickers’ linguistic messages (.%) are written in yellow and black
capital letters (the official team colors), and most of the stickers are
colorful (.%). Also, a significant percentage displays people (.%)
and a smaller percentage shows an animal, namely the bulldog (.%),
which is the fan club’s mascot.
The  stickers analyzed point to three different types of structure,
namely three different structured visual constructions of their fandom
system. The common elements of the three types are the spatial code
(e.g. Giannitsa, Athens), the Super  logotype and an additional dominant element, which differentiates one type of sticker from another.
Thus, in the three types of sticker, the dominant element is (a) a person or group of persons, (b) an object (e.g. building), or (c) an animal
(e.g. bulldog).
As the way that the above three types of sticker are structured
is of particular interest, the analysis presented below focuses on a
representative example for each category.
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(a) Dominant element of stickers: a person or group of persons
The stickers of the following Super  fan clubs belong in this category: Patras, Aridaia, Thermi, Veroia, Ioannina, Kalamaria, Trikala,
Athens, Didymotycho, Edessa, Germany, Lamia, Alexandria, Valmada,
Polykastro, Polygyros, Pylaia, Grevena, Koufalia, Nea Pella, Sidirokastro, Naousa and Sykies. The above stickers depict one or more persons
with their firsts raised. A representative example of the above category is the fan club sticker of Super  Neapolis–Sykies, shown further
below.
The composition of the sticker, from a manifest and conceptual
point of view, is divided into three horizontal zones. In the first zone
is the linguistic slogan “εκδίκηση και ντου”, meaning “revenge and
fight’. The linguistic masthead is written in the red colors of the fan
club, on a tawny background. It is a linguistic message that includes a
noun (revenge), a link (and) and an invariable Greek slang exclamation
(ντου [dou], loosely translated as “fight” or “attack”). The second zone
depicts a crowd in protest. The literal signifiers in this drawing are the
figures with their fists (especially the left) in the air or holding black
flags. In the third zone there is a linguistic subtitle, which refers to a
spatial code (Neapolis–Sykies), and the bulldog as a sign–indicator of
the fan club. It is the spatial and athletic determination of the fan club.
Based on semiotic theory, on a second level of analysis of the above
literal signifiers, the raised fist, as a non–linguistic code (gesture),
lends itself to various different meanings (peace, solidarity, union,
rebelliousness) in different social contexts. However, the anchorage of
the fist with the linguistic slogan on the masthead and also the bulldog
in the subtitle, binds the meanings, leading the fist to be anchored to
the concept of collective revenge, protest (“revenge and fight”) and
power or annihilation (bulldog) in a strong call for attack, issued by
the fan club Super  Neapolis–Sykies.
(b) Dominant element of sticker: object
The stickers of the following Super  fan clubs belong in this category:
Athens, Velestino, Neapolis, Edessa, Lamia, London, Paris, Polichni,
Pyrgos, Chalastra and Alexandroupolis. The above stickers include
one or more objects which refer to a place (e.g. Paris — Eiffel Tower,
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London — Big Ben). A representative example of the above category
is the sticker of the fan club Super  London.
The sticker is composed of three horizontal zones. In the first zone,
the slogan “Super ”, the linguistic masthead, is written in black on
a yellow background. In the second zone, a “clock tower” theme is
shown, referring to Big Ben in London, above which is suspended the
symbol of Ares, the ancient Greek god of war, against the distinctive
background of an ancient Greek meander. The third zone consists of a
linguistic subtitle referring to a spatial code (London), which indicates
the locality of the Super  fan club.
On a second level of semiotic analysis of the above literal signifiers of the second type we have researched, we observe that fanship
(Super ), in connection with Greek mythology (Ares, god of Greek
mythology + meander), is associated with an architectural spatial
code (Big Ben) outside Greece, in London. We thus find that, in a
paradigmatic axis analysis, Hellenism (Greek god Ares in mythology)
and Englishness (Big Ben) tend to be equivalent to each other (Aris =
Greece = London), which emphasizes not the fans’ diversity based
on their nationality (Greek, English), but rather their identification
with a common reference point, the fan club Super . Thus, there is a
balanced relationship in the mechanism of construction of the second
type of sticker, in which Aris (Greece, England) = Super .
(c) Dominant element of sticker: animal
The stickers of the following Super  fan clubs belong in this category:
Agios Athanasios, Ionia, Platy, Kastoria, Lagkadas, Orestiada, Nea
Elvetia, Charilaou and Florina. The most frequently encountered
animal in these stickers is the bulldog. As a representative sticker of
this category, we present that of the fan club Super  Ionia (Image ).
The composition of this particular sticker — like in the other cases
— is divided into three zones. In the first zone, along the circumference of the circle, there is an inscription, ARIS SUPER  IONIA —
ARIS — Aris Fan Club of West Thessaloniki, and the team’s badge. In
the second zone, in the space inside the circle, an anthropomorphic
dog (canine face and human body) with tattoos (the emblem of Aris)
and clothes in the team colors is holding a knife and fork and preparing to lunch on a two–headed eagle with the inscription PAOK. On
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the edge of the dining table, there is an ashtray with a lighted cigar.
On the wall there is a framed scarf with the Aris team logo.
The sign–indicators forming a relationship are the anthropomorphic dog, a symbol of the fan club Super , and the two–headed eagle,
a symbol of the football team PAOK. The appearance of these two
team symbols connote a phase of action: the dog is preparing to eat
the eagle. This particular representation shows the central symbol of
the fan club to be preparing to lunch on the corresponding central
symbol of the opponents, that is, to destroy it. The cigar, an object
which is usually in the bulldog’s mouth (as shown in most fan club
stickers), now rests on the ashtray.
So it appears that the fans of ARIS are devouring PAOK. This is a
mechanism of significance which is structured around the power of
Aris set against PAOK in an interior space containing all those symbols
of everyday life (dining table, silverware, etc.). Additionally, the frame
with the scarf ARIS connotes the fandom, located in a prominent and
distinct position on the wall, showing the importance of participation
in the fan club through a scarf. In short, the defeat — “the devouring”
— of PAOK is a necessity (just like eating food) in the daily life of the
fan club’s followers.
. Discussion
Based on the above analysis, we have a number of findings regarding
stickers, as messages with an ideological semantic load and also as
representatives of a football fan subculture, such as that of Aris. The
meaning of an image is definitely intentional (Barthes, ). It is
the specific features of a product that form, in advance, a message’s
signifieds, which should be transmitted with the greatest possible
clarity. The two levels of analysis, the literal and associative, cannot
be isolated so that we have an “innocent image”. The rhetoric of
associative signifieds refers to an ideology which could only be the
ideology of the fan club.
In organizational social contexts, a symbol is used as a link of communication between feelings, interpretation and action. In the context
of a particular social group, symbols guide the reading and form a
cultural capital, given that they incorporate members’ experience, and
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possibly also competition and other conflicting systems.
Symbols are not static in function, but evolve through space–time
and acquire meaning when applied to connotative values. Symbols
control human behavior, help people to recognize values and standards and guide them towards a currently desired behavior (Carver
& Scheier, ).
The recognition of symbols and their use as inspiration for action
are central concepts in human evolution, as they engage emotional
and cognitive processes. The symbol has internalized concepts, which
are structured with a functionality that does not allow any room for
confusion (Aaker, ).
On a psychological level, symbols are alleged to be reflections of
hidden fears and psychoses and act as signs intended to influence and
change behavior (Freud, ). The emotional burden reflected by
symbols is a signifier because symbols convey messages and values
through the standards they portray. Thus, symbols, as carriers of ideologies, have such an effect on individuals, that they consider symbols
as real objects. Of course, people who assign to their community a
series of symbols with specific semantic loads believe that others also
interpret these symbols in the same way and attach the same meaning
to them (Cohen, ).
In the case of Aris fans, stickers contribute to a collective common identity, where, just like national symbols (flags), they serve as
evidence of athletic origin and provenance and connote the locality
and hegemonic discourse of each fan club. Each fan club, through
the use of specific symbolic elements, searches for a “folk history” or
“meta–history” as a selective construction of the past (Cohen, ).
Thus, symbols, through semantically loaded building elements
such as words, emblems, people, objects and animals, give rise to a
number of social and ideological codes. The ideology of a fan club
thus results from the choice of elements and their structuring in stickers whose aim is to convey messages without high information loads,
but with high communication frequency. The dialecticism inherent
in semiotic systems affects social and psychological structures both
at group level and at the individual level, since these “are part of
the ideological superstructure of a society” (Boklund & Lagopoulos,
:).
Every choice of symbol is a semiotic act which produces and repro-
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duces meanings. Fandom is given prominence through the promotion
of site–specific and geographical signifiers and their nationwide dispersion. The national language dominates, in conjunction with English.
The majority of stickers use capital letters in black and yellow, Aris’
official team colors, their aim being a coded, aggressive and propagandist discourse of persuasion and domination. The colorful stickers
with a horizontal layout have a simple design and reveal a cheerful,
youthful vibe between the transmitter and receiver (Mandoki ).
In .% of the fan stickers, there are scenes with young people
taking part in marches and protests, and in most pictures the stereotypical symbols of the god Ares and the bulldog of Super  form a
youthful football fan identity. There is realism and neo–realism in the
design of the actual referents so that they can be recognizable by fans
and fan club members. For this reason we have symbols, or objects,
that are recognizable in the vast majority of stickers.
As regards sloganeering, we found that most of the slogans are
against PAOK, as the main rival, which is also the case in the stickers.
The category PAOK/OTHER TEAM is marked in relation to the
category ARIS and where the signifiers are combined, the link is
hierarchical and rarely symmetrical. The marked form is usually
negative. The unmarked form is typically dominant and also appears
“neutral, natural, normal”. It is transparent, does not draw attention
to its conceptual scheme and reflects the naturalization of dominant
cultural values. However, besides the contrasting bipolar or multipolar
conceptual or meaning schemes, there are also bipolar schemes of
linguistic and behavioral signifiers in the signs/images (Kress & Van
Leeuwen ).
Every power has a symbolic dimension, since it must obtain from
the dominated parties a type of compliance based on an immediate
and pre–reflexive subjugation of the socialized body. Every time a
dominated party judges himself using one of the constituent categories
of the ruling classification, he unknowingly accepts the dominant
view about himself, in some way adopting the logic of unfavorable
prejudice to evaluate himself.
The material presented as a means of “symbolism” defined on
the basis of a collective agreement within a society (convention) belongs to the typology of a) a “quasi–symbol” as a sign relation which
is ambiguous, b) a “true symbol” as a sign relation which is well
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established and c) an “emblem” as a “symbol” which is universally
understood within a culture to the point where the sign–vehicle assumes the meaning of its referent. Signs and codes are produced from
and reproduce “cultural myths”. Myths make common cultural and
historical values seem “real”. Thus, different perceptions, ideologies
and subjectivities are formed.
In our case, the symbols, as recorded, concern mainly functions
of significance, and more specifically the referential function (i.e. they
refer to a specific theme each time), functions of address — and more
specifically the expressive function (i.e. creation of an addresser =
fan club), the creation of an addressee (i.e. the ideal fan) and the
phatic function (i.e. creation of the relationship between the addresser
and addressee) — and finally, the contextual functions, namely the
social occasion in which the sign functions: the spectacle–football
field–stand.
The social identity theory, when applied to fans, helps to interpret their behavior. The social identity theory indicates that people
who have motives behave in ways that maintain and enhance their
self–esteem. A person with high self–esteem usually perceives himself
as attractive, capable, lovable and moral. These characteristics make
the person more attractive to the outside world and also make him
more desirable to others, thus enabling him to enter into positive
relationships with them.
Fandom, as Michael Miller (:) states, is an outlet for expression which can be missing from a fan’s everyday life. In these games,
there must be a winner; the game thus provides a sense of completion
which is often not achievable in the average fan’s regular life: workers
do not “win” at the end of their shift, and in relationships, there are
no measures of “familial performance” (: ). Moreover, Miller
(:) continues, the “joy and beauty of being a fan ultimately derives from the fact that his/her allegiance” to a fan club and/or team
“can never be effectively challenged. A sports fan is never challenged
for holding his/her views, in the same way as he/she might be for being a Democrat, Republican, Liberal, Conservative or Capitalist. These
latter identifications are supposed to represent deliberate choices often reached through intellectual inquiry, investigation, thought and
decision. This is not the case with the fan whose very being is characterized by an emotional attachment that cannot be rationalized. The
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fan is never required to justify his/her ‘faith’ in a player or team”.

Figure : Sticker of Neapolis–Sykies fan club.

Figure : Sticker of Super  London fan club.
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Figure : Sticker of Super  Ionia.
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